This note is a short comment on recent contributions by Peters and Wakker who extended classical examples in revealed preference theory by Gale and Shafer to the case of more than three commodities. It is shown that there is a much simpler proof of their results.
Introduction
Shafer [4] has shown the existence of a demand function for three commodities which violates the Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference (SARP) but which has no revealed preference cycles of length less or equal than any given number k ≥ 2. In particular, for k = 2 such an example proves that the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference (WARP) does not imply SARP which was first demonstrated by Gale [1] .
Recently Peters and Wakker [2, 3] extended these results to the case of more than three commodities. At first sight this seems to be obvious. Of course, any demand function for n commodities can be trivially extended to a demand function involving m > n commodities by simply assuming that commodities n + 1, . . . , m are never demanded. But this extension is naturally isomorphic to the original demand function, i.e. it has essentially the same dimension. Since it is conceivable that the absence of revealed preference cycles has stronger implications if more commodites are really demanded, Peters and Wakker deal with the (nontrivial) case of essentially more than three commodities.
The purpose of this paper is to give a considerably simpler proof of their results. In the proposition of the next section we define a cycle preserving extension of a demand function to new commodities which is a variant of the trivial one discussed above 1 . The implications of this construction are stated in two concluding corollaries.
Results

Definition 1.
A demand function for n commodities is a continuous function f : IR
for all (p, b) and all λ > 0 and
Thenf is a demand function for n + 1 commodities such that f has cycles of length k if and only iff has cycles of length k.
Proof.
Of course,f is continuous if f is continuous. First we check that (i) − (iii) of Definition 1 are satisfied.
(i) : If λc < λr then c < r and we obtain f (λq, λc) =f (λp, λr, λc) = (0, . . . , 0, λc/λr) = (0, . . . , 0, c/r) =f (q, c) .
If λc ≥ λr then c ≥ r and it follows that
(ii) : Then for q = (p, 1) and c = b + 1 it follows that
For i = n + 1 we havef (1, . . . , 1, 1) = (0, . . . , 0, 1), i.e.
be a cycle of length k for f . Then for q j = (p j , 1) and
is a cycle of length k forf , since we obtain for j = 1, . . . , k(mod k):
Consider now a cycle (q j , c j ) k j=1 of length k forf , where q j = (p j , r j ). We claim that c j ≥ r j for j = 1, . . . , k: Assume c j < r j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This impliesf
and, consequently, c j+1 /r j+1 < c j /r j . Repeated application of this reasoning would lead to the contradiction c j /r j < c j /r j .
is a cycle of length k for f .
Corollary 1.
If f is a demand function for n commodities, then for every m > n there is a demand function for m commoditiesf such that f has cycles of length k if and only iff has cycles of length k.
Proof. By induction.
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following result due to Peters and Wakker [2, 3] .
Corollary 2.
For every n ≥ 3 and any number k there exists a demand function for n commodities which has no cycles of length less than k but violates SARP.
Proof.
For n = 3 the existence of such a function f was shown by Shafer [4] . By Corollary 1, for every n > 3 there is a demand functionf for n commodities with the same property.
